
Instant Articles



We are one of the fastest growing female-focused digital lifestyle brands. 
Today, we reach over

We focus on providing inspiring, informative and straight-forward tips, 
ideas and advice to help people navigate their busy lives.  

From travel to recipes, life hacks, deals, entertainment, news and 
more, Simplemost is here to help others get the most out of their day.

what is  
simplemost?

25MM women each month.



Not all content is created equal. Simplemost specializes in 
creating content that is easily shared and highly engaging. 

our engagement 
science

simplemost 
content

average client 
content

200-400% 
higher 

engagement
30%  

larger 
reach

reachengagement

Our team of data analysts and producers create up to 20 
permutations of topics, imagery, titles and headlines to 
ensure the content is engaging and meets a brand’s needs. 

Through our proprietary tools and testing process, our content is 
200-400% more engaging than our clients’ traditional 
advertising and branding methods. 

TM



Simplemost has developed a proprietary content 
testing + optimization process.  

Through this, we have been able to maximize revenue 
opportunities, while still adhering to ad guidelines and 
recommendations from social platforms (like 
Facebook.)

content 
optimization



content 
testing

Each day, we test and 
measure the performance of 

each story published.  

The articles that meet 
certain KPIs in reach, CTR 
and engagement continue 

down the funnel for revenue 
optimization. 

In this example, articles #1 & 3 meet KPIs. Article #2 does not.



revenue 
meter

This revenue meter (built 
in-house) appears at the 

story level of each article.  

We use the basic formula 
from Facebook’s ad 

guidelines to determine 
how much copy should be 

in an article to maximize 
RPM and ad revenue 

opportunity. 



Facebook 
guidelines

Facebook is cracking down on story length and user experience (not 
bombarding the audience with too many ads).  

Sites with too many ads and those that disrupt the ability to read/
consume content (pop ups, flashy widgets, etc.) are being flagged by 
Facebook. As a result, the social reach may be affected. 

Facebook Instant Article Guidelines: 

First ad is shown after approximately 10 lines of text. 

Subsequent ads are shown every 225-250 words. 

Image or social embeds are treated as 70 words. 



Facebook 
Instant Article CPMs

SM.com             SM IA  
eRPM                eRPM 

April               $7.68                   $0.00 
May                $9.28                   $6.67 
June               $6.67                   $9.74 
July                $7.44                   $10.31 
August          $6.37                   $9.67



Facebook 
Instant Article CPMs



               

LMA 2017 Chicago Conference  
 



How Tribune Media makes money on Facebook

• Organic clicks from News Feed to websites and Instant Articles 

• Beta partner for mid-roll video ads in on-demand content 

• Handshakes for sponsored content on posts, videos and live streams 

• Arbitrage;  paid dark social posts with ‘weaponized’ content 



Clicks from News Feed to websites and Instant Articles

• Standard, plain old link post we all know and love 

• Tribune Media posts around 50,000 articles a month online 

• 25,000 of them end up as link posts on Facebook  

• 15,000 of them end up as Instant Articles 

• 5,000 are posted alongside photos with short-links to 
websites 

• Content is manually posted from 6am to 11pm  

• True Anthem AI posts from 11pm to 6am during unstaffed hours 



We        Instant Articles but they are only part of the story



We        Instant Articles;  some free advice…

Only create Instant Articles for stories that are longer 
than a few paragraphs.  

Use the ‘auto-ad placement’ feature for all units except 
the last unit in your article, which you should hard-code 
in place. 

If you use DFP and have a local or national sales team 
of your own, set up DFP inside of Instant Articles.  

Take advantage of all the features Facebook offers; use 
the call-to-action units to gain new Facebook fans and 
to collect user email addresses. 

Integrate Google Analytics, Chartbeat, and other tools 
into your Instant Articles. 



Facebook Video Midroll (non-live) 

• Huge potential with 
video ads 

• Not seeing giant 
revenue numbers 
quite yet 

• Ads do not impact 
audience retention 

• Good practice for 
the new ‘watch’ tab 
coming out very 
soon 



Branded Content          Handshakes and more 

Various interesting campaigns around the country with ‘handshake 
posts’ tagging an advertisers page. 

‘The Newsroom’ doesn’t own Facebook any more than it does any 
other output from the building.  
 
Advertisers need to get comfortable with this new way of paying 
for posts and understand the shared metrics they get with them.  
 
Pricing is totally up to you and there is no revenue share with 
Facebook. 

Complying with rules (eg, the handshake) is the most important 
part of the whole process. 



Playing the arbitrage game

Step 1:  Find great, original content  

Step 2:  Use one of the services to a/b test headlines and 
images to optimize for the lowest cost per click (hopefully less 
than 1 cent) 

Step 3:  Take your best, winning variant and use a dark post to 
the biggest social audience you have and see what price point 
you can buy clicks for.  The better the content - the easier the 
click - the lower the price. 

Step 4:  Repeat with another piece of content and build up a 
‘war chest’ of perfected (‘weaponized’) stories you can go back 
to at any time you need to boost traffic. 

THIS TOTALLY WORKS.



In Summary

You can make money on Facebook!

The ‘easiest money’ today is via Audience 
Network inside of Instant Articles. 

The ‘hardest money’ today comes from playing 
the arbitrage game. 

The most potential comes from mid-roll video 
ads – so start thinking today about how you can 
make that work inside of your organization. 



               

steveb@tribunemedia.com

 
 
 

 


